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Who’s Who on My 15th Trip
to the Holy Land
The Pilgrims:
Pastor Vladdy. That’s me. Your host of For Zion’s Sake, a twice-weekly
one-hour radio show that brings you God’s News behind the news.
Prophecy is being fulfilled on the streets of the Holy Land right now!
God’s chosen people, the Jews, play the lead role! I’m just an ex-hippie
who loves the Messiah and his people, the Jews.
He gave me this mission. I’m not worthy of it. But I count it my big joy to
do it for the apple of his eye, the sons and daughters of Abraham, in the
flesh. To love them because He loves them and in a very tiny way give
back the dignity stripped away by two thousand years of theologians and
preachers and writers and ordinary anti-Semitic Tom Dick and Harrys or
Vladimirs, Sashas and Borises. Those who say the promises of HaShem
to Abraham are null and void because the Church—some have called
it the New Israel—has inherited all those promises. They use that as an
excuse to harass, bully, or ghettoize His Chosen.
But my mission limps. His Jewish eyes tilt as He waits for my answer to
the question: If they come for Me, will you hide Me? I cannot answer Him.
Sure, you can take a selfie of me and you together —‘my guinea pig look’,
Ilse calls it, because my blonde hair lies the way it lays all night, which is
mostly straight up but in clumps.
Major Eli Bloom. You won’t believe this guy—he’s Israel’s top counterterrorist. We’re lucky to get him for the LOXI lecture circuit. He gives
American Christians the real skinny on the Middle East. None of this
politically correct ‘Islam is the religion of peace’ stuff. He’s a Jew-Jew,
I mean he practices, wears his yarmulke, eats kosher, celebrates the
festivals. And conceal carries. I admire this guy so much. I just can’t
believe I landed him as my tour guide.
The story contest idea? That was his.
The Babe, RosaSharon. I don’t remember names, most of the time. So
fifteen tours ago I took to attaching nicknames to people. If you met her,
you’d know why The Babe fits. Is she seriously interested in Israel? Or is
she looking for something else, like a spouse? Rhino introduced her as
his niece, and my bet is the old guy—he’s north of 80— pays her way just
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to deal with his loneliness.
Mary Jo Weaver. Cute and middle-aged. A clergy sex scandal survivor,
Ilse confides in me, because Mary Jo won’t tell her story to the whole
group. She’s still dealing with the shame of it.
Rhino (Alexander). This man is a Silicon Valley wonder. PhD in Physics,
and he invented GPR, which is the radar they used to penetrate the
pyramids of Egypt and see where the mummies and treasure lie stacked
inside. Wonder of wonders, he’s a believer, so rare in the science
community, but he came to that when all else in his life failed. Sort of a
C.S. Lewis type intellectual giant believer. Oh, he’s also the Babe’s uncle.
Saba Alemu or Mother Mary, as I call her because she fled for her life
with her babe, like Mary the Holy Mother. Saba’s Ethiopian. The Ethiopians
pronounce Saba when they refer to Sheba, like the Queen of Sheba,
she says. She’s gorgeous as a queen, with those big Ethiopian eyes.
She’s married to Kebede, the Lutheran pastor. Kebede says they are
reverse missionaries, come to pagan, post-Christian America to spread
the gospel.
Doug, the Farmer. He’s shown me photos of himself and his Ford F-650,
V-10 engine with 4by4 traction. (That’s a hundred thousand dollars, right
there). With his Stetson, the big belt buckle and tooled boots he fits the
stereotype of the Kansas farmer, but that’s where it ends. He’s just a
pussycat, meek and gentle and he says it was the cancer that started him
down the Humble Path.
Kepler, the Engineer. Another Silicon Valley product. An optics
engineer, he tells us, working for Fujitsu Microelectronics. He’s a skeptic
by his own admission and quotes Mark Twain but unlike cynical Twain,
he loves the Lord. Back home he’s a Boy Scout leader. I imagine a good
one, judging by the campfire songs he played for us on that guitar he
brought along.
I’ve grown to like this guy. If there’s one person I would risk confiding my
premonition of Eli’s murder to, it would be Kepler. So I did.
Beatrice Grimes, the Librarian. Just one look at her and you’d guess
a Librarian. With her hair wound up in a topknot and those half-glasses,
looped around her neck with a silver chain, that she looks out over like
Elizabeth Warren, you might think she is an Elizabeth Warren. But she’s
not in your face like Warren. I considered her a wallflower until we came
out of Yad Vashem and she revealed she’d spent three years in Holland,
working at the Corrie ten Boom Museum and she’d published a book on
Corrie. If any story says ‘Christians standing up for Jews’, it’s this one.
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Priscilla, aka Snoopy Cap. You’ll wonder, like I did, why a middle-aged
white woman would wear a Snoopy Cap with ear flaps, which she lowers
like storm windows when a draft comes down the gallery of a cathedral
we’re visiting. I bite my tongue at least once a day when she asks a
question. Do they race hippos, is that why they call it a hippodrome? But
she’s got a heart as big and soft as a puppy’s, Ilse says, and you got to
love her for that.
Patrick McCormick, the Wounded Warrior. When I tell you he
served two tours in Iraq, you’ll know why I gave him that nickname. He
wasn’t physically wounded but that’s the point. There’s more than one
way to get wounded in battle. I was glad he rode along the day we visited
the IDF Outpost. The lonely Jewish soldiers up on the Outpost loved him.
Noah Yoder, or as he says it: ‘Gnaw.uh’. Says he used to be a
Mennonite but he did his part to ‘deYoderize’ the Mennonites by joining
the Presbyterians when he moved from ‘Pee-Ay’ to California. Yoder told
us his story in Bethel, where we stopped to see Jacob’s Dream Rock. It
was his love story, how he met his Charlotte. ‘And I kissed her, just like
Jacob kissed Rachel!’
Terri Morey. Terri was a Jewish businesswoman from San Francisco
who made Aliyah with Eric twenty-five years ago and now they travel
North America to the Jewish communities promoting Aliyah, because
‘Israel is the only safe place for Jews to be in the End Time’, she says.
Eric has a little handout with sixty-four scriptures to prove the prophets
had today In mind when they wrote about the End Times. If you’re a Jew,
make Aliyah to Israel now, Terri says.
Ilse Krakow. Yes, The Wife. I saved the best till last. When you meet her,
you’ll ask: How did Vladdy get that lucky? Fourteen years next January.
Our God is the God of the second chance. When I was completely busted
up over my divorce, figured I’d just live for my children from now on, He
introduced Ilse to me. This woman is Beautiful! Intelligent! Wise—she got
her counselling degree, did the two thousand hours and runs her own
counselling shop in Fremont, where suicidal teenagers and philandering
husbands come and pour out their souls to her and then she comes
home and tells me their stories over dinner—no names, of course—and
I’ve got to say, if Christ doesn’t come back soon, this nation is going to
Hell. Things are that rotten in this country.
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Others:
Jacob Krakow. Absolutely he’s not a Tour member. Christian Zionists
prop up Occupied Palestine, he says. Instead, he pals around with
activist types in a certain church denomination (you know their name)
where they preach God’s promises to Abraham have all been fulfilled in
Jesus. ’The Jews got shut out. They deserve the condemnation they’re
getting for their Separation Wall, illegal settlements and apartheid state,’
such people say. Their anti-Semitism proves today is 1939 all over again,
Folks! But I don’t lose sleep because God says He will deal with them.
That’s Genesis 12: 3.
Yet I can’t ignore Jacob. He’s my son. It grieves me we haven’t talked
for three years. Then I receive this text the third day of our tour. He’s in
Occupied Palestine, he says, for three weeks. Do I want to meet up for
coffee?
Maryam Sahour. A Palestinian Christian from Brooklyn? Born in
Bethlehem? Jacob’s girlfriend? There she sat in her antique Mercedes
(269,531 miles on the odometer) at Bethlehem’s Checkpoint 300, saying
‘Get in!” She was gorgeous. Sometimes the most beautiful women are
the most deadly. Remember Delilah? She was a Palestinian, too. Okay,
okay. It’s a bad joke.
Doctor Brown. Of course I’d heard of Michael Brown, the media titan
and fierce debater who uses his ‘Ask Doctor Brown’ talk-show to debate
the Messiah with Replacement theologians and Orthodox Jewish rabbis.
I simply didn’t expect I’d get the opportunity to spend an evening with
him in Bethlehem, listening to how he became ‘Messianic’. Brown and I
are both Flower Children who grew up to become media jocks fighting
for the truth of the Messiah. He’s the Jew, I’m the Gentile. But look at
us—brothers now!
Rivkeh Bloom—Major Eli’s wife and mother of precocious Avichai and
Debra.
LOXI. The League of Christians for Israel. The Reverend Neil
Killibrew teamed up with an Orthodox Jewish rabbi in his home town
of Palm Beach, Florida to launch LOXI in 1996. Killibrew and I first met
at a dinner in the mid-Nineties. His Family Channel was already bigtime
Christian TV. I told him I was a deejay, a talk-show host. ‘Would you
consider doing a Christian talk show—how events in the news intersect
with the Bible and the prophets?’ Would I? Is the Pope Catholic? Does a
one-legged duck swim in a circle? That’s how For Zion’s Sake launched.
And LOXI has how many million members now?
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The pilgrim stories in The Prize-Winning Story are all based on real
characters interviewed by the author. The identities of the characters
are disguised, with the exception of Terri and Eric Morey, Doug Brewer
and Dr. Michael Brown, who consented to my using both their wonderful
stories and their names.
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Pistol-packing Prophet
October, 2015

Tell a great story and win the grand prize—your $5,000 Israel trip
paid for in full!
Who wouldn’t bite for that? On the other hand, who gets to pay
for it? Who came up with this crazy new-fangled way to sing for your
supper?
I’ll tell you. It was a bet. Between Israel’s top expert on terrorism,
Major Eli Bloom, and Yours Truly, Pastor Vladdy. With me picking up
the tab.
I do pack out my tours, every year. My little biweekly broadcast
on prophecy has built a good-sized fan club. I say ‘little’ because we’re
not a bigtime national attraction like the 700 Club or even Chuck
Swindoll, with multi-millions of followers. But post Nine-Eleven, there’s
a fragrance in the air. Aslan the Lion is on the move. The Doomsday
Clock hands have sprung forward and it’s getting ready to cuckoo. The
stage actors on the ground of the Middle East—which Eli calls one of
two great crossroads of history—those actors are suiting up for the
final drama. Somewhere there’s an Antichrist jumping out of bed and
brushing his teeth.
The Scriptures foretell it all, I tell my radio audience every week, and
the Jews are smack in the middle of it. If you want to feel it, viscerally,
like I feel it, come along November a year from now. We’re going to run
where Jesus walked, for twelve big days and nights, with an expert guide
(not me, but a Jew-Jew who knows this land, its past, and the great
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archaeological treasures dug up over the last hundred years that prove
this land has belonged to the Jews for three thousand years.)
We’ll take four hours to bus from Jerusalem to Dan in air-conditioned
bliss—where it took Jesus and his disciples, on foot, in one hundred plus
temperatures, five days—and you’ll take pictures, pictures, pictures, I
tell them. You’ll take Me at the Temple Mount. Me getting rebaptized in
the River Jordan (and see how narrow and muddy it is). Me next to an
IDF soldier (yep, girls too, but look at the nasty M-4. Just like the one
that guy used to shoot up the schoolkids in Sandy Hook.)
You’ll buy tchotchkes. Olivewood crosses. A keffiyeh (bargain for
that with a real Bedouin just outside Jericho). Baggies of cardamom,
saffron and whole cloves from the market in the Muslim Quarter. A silver
menorah the size of a basketball for the mantel over your fireplace. A
stuffed camel for the grandbaby.
But we don’t know what we don’t know. We don’t know how we’ve
treated the chosen people of HaShem (‘The Name’, as many Jews call
him, because his real name is too holy to speak out loud). The apple of
his eye, He calls them. Like Christians have treated his people for the last
two thousand years, of course. There’s your answer. I say you profane
the holiness of God when you stand against—or just stand indifferent
to--the plight of Israel.
It’s a damn shame. Yes, that’s offensive language I can’t use on air
but I’ll repeat it here to you. It’s a damn shame.
So I walked onto my radio show twice a week but I kept thinking,
especially lately: there had to be a way to WHAM, as our president
called it during Vietnam—Win Hearts and Minds of the American
Christians who got bombarded by the lefty media and the lefty Christian
theologians all the time. Right about then I met Eli Bloom at the annual
League of Christians for Israel, LOXI for you who like acronyms, and
the director of LOXI asked me—which he had a right to do because
they fund my program and sponsor my tour— he asked Could I meet up
with Bloom this particular weekend in October at the Chabad House at
Brown University and squire him around?
Because of my screw-up, Bloom and I would end up walking eight
miles on the Jewish Shabbat, from our motel rooms to the Chabad House
and on the way, Bloom would come up with it: A contest. ‘Challenge
16
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them,’ Eli would say. ‘Say to them: Tell me your story. I’m offering you
a big fat prize if it’s the best story I hear the whole trip.’
All this was going to happen at 10 a.m. tomorrow, Saturday, the
Jewish Sabbath. Because right now on the ground in Providence, Rhode
Island, it was Friday afternoon, 3:30 p.m., and Bloom’s plane had just
touched down after a twenty-hour trip (there’s a layover in there), and I
curbed my car on the wet pavement in front of Airport Arrivals and got
out under my umbrella and argued with Security and won. I needed to
spot Bloom visually because he might or might not remember me and
my phone had died and I promised Security I’d stand right by the car
and if it took more than ten minutes for my man to show, I’d get back in
and drive around again.
I fixed my eye on a man coming through the revolving glass Arrivals
exit door. That is, he was coming until his suitcase jammed behind the
door, with him already on the outside tugging on the doggie leash. Finally
he dropped the leash and scampered back inside to rescue the suitcase.
His ornery suitcase in tow, the man now came my direction with the
self-assurance of a man claiming a lottery prize. Was it Major Bloom?
This wasn’t a man exhausted after being belted upright for twenty hours
like a flesh-and-blood version of my favorite Hebrew character, the
Lamed, which sits head erect, back bent and feet tucked under the seat,
like this:

ל

Because of the driving rain it was practically dark and he came at
me backlit, his face shadowed, his baggy trousers and loose multiple
shirts making him shaggy. I thought of DiCaprio’s trappers in Revenant,
which I’d just watched and loved, (although Ilse refused to go, saying:
‘you know I don’t like blood and guts’). I could already make out the
bulge on his waistline—Bloom concealed a Beretta nine-millimeter
there, I’d heard. Airport security being the huge deal it is these days, how
does anyone carry a firearm onto a plane? Or did it ride in the luggage
and the minute he reached the terminal—if it was Bloom, former Jewish
Defense League boy that he was—did he retrieve it from the luggage and
holster up? Is that how it worked?
He walked into the flooding light cast through the rain by the pole
17
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lamp and I saw the scraggly beard and the yarmulke pinned like a blue
ribbon at the State Fair to the crown of his military-cut hair. And finally
the rawhide face, the tulip bulb of a nose and huge grin. Was this a
modern man? Or was it Elijah himself, striding into Ahab’s palace to
confront the king?
“Pastor Vladdy!” he bellowed.
* * *
I chauffeured him to the Middle Eastern fast food place on the way
to our motel, for a lamb shawarma pita sandwich because LOXI said he
likes shawarma. We brought it back to the motel and I invited him to
my room. He was wolfing the last bite before he slowed enough to say,
“Mmmmph Hmmmmh! What’s the plan, Vladdy?”
“You speak at ten tomorrow at the Chabad House on the Brown
Campus. A mixture of Jewish students, goy students, professors, the
university community. Should be a good turnout, the Rabbi says.
Upwards of two hundred, he predicts. Posters say you’re speaking
on ‘The Middle-east Situation’. You’ll be a little lamb walking into a
roomful of pit bulls. The settlements in Judaea and Samaria, you know.
The progressives see red over them. There will be protesters! The Rabbi
has called the police for help.”
“I can be a little lamb. This is where?”
“Downtown Providence. We’ll drive.”
“Not on Shabbat,” he said. “Not me.”
“Eli!” I slapped my forehead with both hands. “I blew it. It’s eight
miles!” I’d had to settle for this motel across the river and in the suburbs,
eight miles out, because the big football game had gobbled up all the
hotels around the university.
He eyeballed me. I scrambled for something, anything. “Isn’t there
a special dispensation from the Rabbi when . . . .? “ My voice trailed
off. His head was wagging side to side. “We’ll have to cancel,” I said. I
dropped onto the overstuffed chair.
“Why cancel? We’ll walk it.”
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“Eight miles! Two, two-and-a-half hours and then you give your
speech?”
“6:30 a.m. departure,” he said.
“You just flew twenty hours,” I said.
“Sleep is an option. Just like it is on active deployment.”
* * *
I was making the Windsor knot on my red-and-blue striped necktie
and between stages of the knot, taking bites of the leftover pita when the
knock came, precisely at 6:30 a.m.
His big frame filled the opening doorway. Pre-sunrise light squeezed
around the tiny gaps between his body and the doorframe. He looked
only somewhat more dressy than last night. Yes, it was a white shirt, but
rumpled and tie-less, and the matching green sports pants and overshirt
looked more Military than Speaking Tour. I noted the suggestive bulge
at the waistline again.
“I reserved half a pita sandwich for you.” I tipped my chin toward
the kitchen counter.
“I’ve already visited their complimentary Continental Breakfast.
Cheerios, I believe it was, and orange juice. Or orange-flavored juice.
And coffee. Or something resembling it.”
“I’m about ready. Just finishing a text to Ilse. Sit down. What time
is it for you, Brother?”
“You mean Israeli Time? 3:30 p.m., maybe.”
“You’re about ready for another night of sleep.”
“I adjust. Actually, my phone adjusts for me. It auto-adjusts to the
time at destination and I forget whatever time it was back home. Life
works better that way.”
I tied the shoelaces of my black leather wingtips and noted his
military-style boots a few feet in front of my nose. I came up from the
shoes.
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“Let’s do this, Brother!”
We stepped out into the glorious morning as the sun poked over the
roofs of the townhouses opposite the motel. The sky was empty of clouds
and wet creek-bottom air slapped our faces. The roofs showed white
with frost, although the daisies by the doorway stood unblackened,
which meant it hadn’t hit freezing here yet. Where the sun touched the
roofs, the frost vanished and the shingles appeared, wet and black. On
either side of the motel driveway, thirty-foot maple trees already looked
like giant candy apples dipped into red liquid toffee, turned right-side
up and jabbed into the dirt.
“Beautiful!” Eli rotated slowly, taking in the vista.
“You don’t see trees like that back home, do you?”
“Leaves turn in the north, up around Dan. But we don’t have maples,
so it’s not so dramatic. Which way?”
“Left.”
Our motel was in the city outskirts and the road here had no sidewalk
so we trudged along the roadside, a quiet walk without cars before seven
on a Saturday morning. Down the bank to our right a creek bubbled
around masses of water cress. A mist of fog hovered just over the water.
The road hugged the creek as it curved toward an intersection about a
mile ahead where we would hit the main street that crossed the river
leading west into Providence. Or so my GPS directions said.
“We live on a hilltop in Galilee, where we get to see the Mediterranean
on a clear day like today. That may be more exciting than maple trees
in October,” he said.
“The town you founded,” I said. I’d heard Bloom’s story from Pastor
Killibrew. Bloom and ten other Jews from Chicago hatched a plan to
make aliyah en masse some thirty years ago. They founded a new town
where secular and religious could live together, because some were
secular and others, like Eli, wore his yarmulke every day as a sign of his
Orthodox convictions.
“The Promised Land,” Eli said. “God has a sense of humor.” An
oversized grin spread across his face and I was going to fall in love with
that grin. It meant: time to share God’s sense of humor. “Our largest
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resource is limestone rock. Okay. You can build houses and temples with
limestone. You can also make tablets of stone and write on them. There’s
oil all over the Middle East, right? But the oil stops at our borders. Oil
in Israel? Zero. Zippo. Our largest body of water is thirty-four percent
salt, so we call it the Dead Sea. Even bacteria can’t live in it. The
country turns desert six months of every year. Finally, we live in a lousy
neighborhood where our neighbors have all announced their intentions
to kill us and dump our bodies in the Mediterranean.
“What was God thinking? We have this story. Moses is up on Mount
Sinai on the last day. God says: ‘It’s time to go, Moses! Go down and tell
the people, Tomorrow we head out for the Promised Land. Oh, and I
didn’t ask you yet: Where do you want the Promised Land to be?’ Moses
can’t believe his ears. He’s getting a choice. He’s thinking: Canada!
Canada has lots of water, whole provinces of trees and OIL and it’s in a
good neighborhood. He gets so excited but you know what the Scriptures
say. Moses stutters. So he answers God,
‘Can. . . . ah . . . ah. . . ah. . . .ah.’
And God says: ‘Canaan! Exactly what I had in mind!’”
We both howled. Moses missed out on Canada because of his speech
impediment!
“Left,” I said. We had reached the intersection.
“You’re gearing up for another Israel tour, your boss says.”
“Correct. Early November, Two Thousand Sixteen.”
“November means good weather most years. It’s not nasty cold and
wet, like December, January. You have a full subscription yet?”
“I’m opening up reservations when I get back to San Francisco. So,
No. I’ve announced the tour, but . . . . “
“Is that allowing enough time?”
“I always get a busload,” I said. “But these last couple trips, Eli . . .
.the thrill has gone for me. What do they get out of it? I use the same tour
company, same itinerary. But does anyone grasp the significance? The
significance of the past, yes. People get that. Herod built this platform
21
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and the temple stood here. Hezekiah chiseled out his water tunnel over
there. The Jews defied the Romans here and then all killed themselves.
But the significance of the present, that’s what missing. You won’t get
that unless you ask: What about the Jews and modern Israel? What do
the prophets say is about to happen?”
“That’s the genius of that organization you’re part of,” Eli said.
“League of Christians for Israel. Before I did briefings for LOXI I had
never met a Christian Zionist. This was Oh-Eight, Two Thousand Ten
timeframe and Bush Two and then Obama set up peace talks where
our prime minister was busy talking with Abu Mazen, the PLO guy,
about a roadmap for peace. Every time our Israeli prime minister said:
We’re willing to give up land, the Americans cheered. Because they
hadn’t seen what giving up the land really meant. I was there in Gaza
when we uprooted the settlers and turned the land over to the Hamas
goons. Through my field glasses I watched the locals tear down miles of
greenhouses our settlers had built and what do we have now in Gaza?
Peace? Recognition of our right to live on our side of the fence? Nope.
Anything but. They’re boring tunnels under the border fence so they can
sneak over and kidnap our soldiers for ransom.
“Right about that time I got invited to present at the LOXI Annual
Summit. They asked for a high-level briefing on the Middle East. I’m a
counter-terrorism expert, so you know what I’m going to say. But before
I get my opportunity to speak on Day Two I sit down at the opening
plenary the first evening. Pastor Neil Killibrew gets up. The face, the
founder of LOXI.
“’The White House cannot divide the Land of Israel,’ he says.
‘Because the Land does not belong to the White House.” Meanwhile,
your president was pushing the Israelis to bend further, anything to
make a deal. “The Land of Israel belongs to Israel,” he says. “HaShem
gave it to them and it says so in their Torah.’
“I examined my cup of coffee. I tell you, Vladdy, I stared at it. Did
someone slip LSD into my coffee? Am I hallucinating? Did a famous
Christian pastor just say the Land of Israel belongs to Israel because
HaShem gave it to them?
“Something crazy is going on, I thought. Maybe something
miraculous. But I’ve got to tell you about the audience. There were five
or seven thousand of them. What did they think of what Pastor Killibrew
22
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was saying? They were on their feet, screaming! I mean screaming in
agreement and waving their arms like windmills. These are Christians!
“Jews are accustomed to screaming Christians. A lot of Christians
screamed at Hitler’s rallies.” Eli waited for me to catch up so he could
lock eyes with me. “Before you say: that’s not fair because Hitler was a
psychopath and maybe they were Christians in name only, we could go
through two millennia of history and I will point out umpteen instances
when Christians screamed at us: Christ-Killers!” He bobbed his head
and worked up a wisp of a smile. I’d soon come to recognize this as his
trademark closer, after he presented an irrefutable piece of Eli Wisdom.
We crossed the bridge into Providence in silence. We were strolling
on proper sidewalks now, under a line of maples and oaks in the process
of putting out fall colors.
“Brother, you make my heart break,” I said. “I want to weep for
every time a Christian did that.”
“I know, Vladdy. You’re not among them. That’s why we’re walking
together this morning.”
We walked another five minutes, silent except for our shoes scraping
against the pavement. Eli interrupted the silence. “I’ll tell you a little
secret. Maybe you can use it sometime in one of your broadcasts.
Jeremiah Thirty-one, Verse Six. Do you know the passage?”
“Let me look it up. Isn’t that the chapter about the Watchmen?” I
pulled my iPhone out of its holster—thinking how ironic that I carried
an iPhone where he carried his Beretta. I paused to move the phone
up twelve inches off my nose where these old eyes could make out the
words. I read it outloud:
‘There will be a day when watchmen say
Out on the hills of Ephraim,
Come, let us go up to Zion,
To the Lord our God.’
Yes, I know these verses. It’s a prediction of Aliyah—the Jews return
to Israel, I tell my radio audience.”
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“But do you know the Hebrew?”
I laughed really hard. “Look, Eli, you’ve studied Hebrew since
when?”
“I was six.”
“Six!”
“Okay, it is an unfair advantage, Vladdy. But I’m going to share my
advantage with you. That will make us even, right?”
“Go ahead.”
“Watchmen, in Hebrew, is Notzrim.” He delivered his Torah story
as if it were a piece of evidence discovered this morning in his counterterrorism research. A suspected missile factory in Syria, say. No preachy
tone. And smiling, as if to say: Here’s something you should know. It
will bring light to your heart. “Now it happens that Jesus was called
a Notzri, a Nazarene. Same word. But nowhere, in our Bible, does the
town of Nazareth appear. Perhaps the town hadn’t been settled yet. But
in your Bible, the town of Nazareth appears. Yeshua ha Notzri, Jesus of
Nazareth. And again in Acts Twenty-four.” Bloom quoted the verse he
had in mind from memory.
‘We have found this man a pestilent fellow. . . ‘ I think they are
referring to Saul of Tarsus—‘and a mover of sedition among all the Jews
throughout the world and a ringleader of the sect of the Nazarenes who
also had gone about profaning the temple.’
“Jews then and Jews today call Christians Notzrim. Of course,
some Jews are generally aware that the word translated ‘watchman’
or ‘guardian’ in Jeremiah Thirty-One might also translate ‘Christian’.
But no Jewish commentator would translate it that way. After all, there
was no Nazareth and no Christians when Jeremiah wrote and spoke his
prophecies. Yet I would dare to go a bit out of context, but I think totally
permissible, Brother Vladdy, if I tell you this verse could be translated:
‘There will be a day when Notzrim (Christians)
Will cry out on the hills of Ephraim,
Come, let us go up to Zion,
To the Lord our God.’
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“Would they be speaking to each other? Unlikely. As watchmen,
they are crying out to the people of the land. ‘Let us go up to Zion to the
Lord our God.’ Unthinkable, but there it is. Let me make an application.
Christian Zionists, perhaps, are calling out to the Jews: ‘Let us go up
together to Zion to the Lord our God.’ The smile spread slowly over
Bloom’s red and rawhide face and his head bobbled slowly as he gazed
at me, as if he was a woodpecker and he bobbed his head each time he
drove the acorn deeper into its storage space for winter.
“My little gift to you and the Christian Zionists.”
I couldn’t hold myself back. The spirit just gushed all over me. I
threw my long arms around his massive shoulders.
“Eli, I love you, Brother!”
A thought exploded in my brain, like a 4th of July starburst. This
was the answer to the anomie of my tours. Eli Bloom himself and his
wellspring of the Hebrew Scripture, which he could draw upon for
applications like this one, which blazed into me like a laser beam and
burned a deep symmetrical hole right to my heart. There the analogy
broke down because a laser beam keeps burning and would drill a deadly
hole through the heart and emerge the other side of my body. Or perhaps
the analogy still worked, if the beam was shot to burn away a callus
that surrounded my heart. A ring of callus built up by two millennia
of Christian animosity toward the Jew and dogma to justify it. I had
inherited this heart callus, as if we Christians have evolved into a new
branch of homo sapiens with a permanent heart callus against Jews.
I pushed back from Bloom, my one hand still braced against his
shoulder. We were eighteen inches apart, with me looking down into his
eyes because I was four inches taller.
“Eli, I really, really, really want you for my tour guide in Israel.
You’re licensed. You’ve done it many times.”
“I’m too busy.”
“No, No. Don’t tell me that. You’ve always said you will only do a
tour if—”
He finished the sentence. “—If a really good friend had a very
compelling reason for me to lead a tour. You’re my friend, Vladdy, but I
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don’t see the compelling reason. There are lots of great guides in Israel.”
He saw the disappointment darken my face. “Okay, make it interesting
for me. What do people get out of your tours?”
“That’s the point. Forget the tchotchkes. I want them to feel . . .here
. . “ I slapped my gut. “What I feel. The existential crisis and loneliness
of the Jew in Israel today. He’s alone in this world. My tourists feel none
of that. Because none of them has even one Jewish friend.”
‘So what do you want me to do with that?”
“If you guide and give them your little applications from the Hebrew
Scriptures, they’ll get it. My people have soft hearts for the Scriptures.”
“Ask them to tell their stories,” he said. “Ask them to tell us: what
do you feel when you walk upon the Temple Mount? What do you feel
when you climb Masada? What do you feel when you walk on the Temple
steps, the very same steps Jesus walked on. Feel anything?”
“It’s a lot to ask!” I backpedaled now. I could not imagine my
travelers telling stories like this. They come on tours to be entertained.
Or at least to learn. They don’t come to entertain or teach me!
“Put a prize on it,” Eli said. “Give a free trip for the best story.”
I eyeballed him. Maybe that’s what working with terrorists does
to someone like Eli. He uncovers the conspiracies of fanatics making
barbaric plans to maim, destroy and kill. So now he throws a desperate
idea my direction.
“Hey! What are you bench-pressing these days?” I said. I looked at
the time on my phone. We still had two miles to go, per my GPS, and
I was worried. My feet had also developed tender patches where the
uncompromising stiff leather wingtip sidewalls and toes rubbed against
my flesh with every step and I suspected blisters had already rubbed
open. “I’m doing a new exercise. It builds up your core muscles.”
“Really? I could use an exercise like that for my back.” He slapped
his hand upwards on his glutes. “I’ve been waking up stiff lately.”
“Planking,” I said. “Because you strengthen your whole body and
maintain it rigidly, just like a plank of wood. You don’t need any extra
equipment or weights. You haven’t heard of planking in Israel? “
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“Trying to picture it,” he said.
We were approaching the Shell station on the corner where we
needed to turn. Two guys were pumping gas into a pickup. But the side
of the station next to us was empty, just a patch of old blacktop, with
clumps of grass struggling up through the cracks.
“I’ll show you.”
I dropped down just as I was—coat, tie and wingtips, as if I was
going to give him a set of pushups. “Hands forward near the sides of your
head. All your weight balanced on your toes and forearms and elbows.
Slooooooooowly lift your torso and legs off the ground.” I demonstrated.
“Body straight. Imagine you’re a single rigid plank, crown of your head
to the back of your heels.”
Eli tossed off his backpack and he dropped alongside me, his body
parallel to mine now.
“The imagine part is important. You’re a plank. Hold the position
for at least ten seconds.” My breaths were coming harder and speaking
took an effort. “And work up to sixty seconds. Over time. “I huffed every
syllable. “Forty-six. Forty-seven. Forty—”
I harrumphed enormously and collected myself up onto my haunches
to avoid collapsing onto the blacktop and ruining my three hundred
dollar suit. Below me, Eli still stretched out, rigid as a scaffolding plank.
He counted in even syllables, with no strain in his voice.
“Fifty-eight. Fifty-nine. Sixty!” He pushed off the pavement with
his open palms, rocked backward onto his heels, then sprang to his feet
in one fluid movement. A huge grin spread over his face, as if he had in
fact won that lottery prize.
“You’re amazing! First time?!” I choked out the words.
“I like it!”
“I’m surprised you didn’t know it. The Office. You’re a fan of The
Office, I heard.”
“Yep.”
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“The goofy office manager, Michael? His sidekick Dwight? Dunder
Mifflin Paper in Scranton? The 2011 Season, Michael and Dwight
planked in the parking lot, planked in the restroom and planked on top
of their desks. You didn’t see that, I guess?”
“Missed it,” he said. “Must have been a week I was on Reserves.
Darn! I love that show.”
We resumed walking. I also resumed chewing the cud of his
brainstorm for my tour.
“I’m starting to like your idea, Eli.”
“What’s that? We talked quite a few ideas this morning.”
“Story-telling.”
“A story-telling contest!” He corrected with a single upraised
forefinger that he waggled my direction. “With a free trip to Israel as
the prize.”
“Who would pay for this trip?”
“You would.”
“Me? Why me?”
“How badly do you want me as your guide? It would be great
publicity, wouldn’t it? A Christian radio network offers all expenses
paid to Israel for the tourist who tells everyone the best story. What
he feels while he visits BibleLand. I bet the media picks this up—it’s a
better story than another televangelist who commits adultery with his
secretary.”
I scowled at his painful but too-true metaphor.
We were a stone’s throw from the university campus. Bicyclists
passed going both directions, bicyclists who looked like students, with
backpacks or tennis rackets or long bulky portfolios of pictures or
drawings.
Eli ceased walking. He waited until I was curious enough to turn
around and look back.
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“So what do you think?” He threw his arms open, palms upward.
“I’m in process of deciding my Fall schedule, today or tomorrow. Are we
going forward or not?”
Is it his grin? I find it impossible to push Eli Bloom away. That
feeling he might be a Biblical prophet, called back from the grave like
the Witch of Endor called up the Prophet Samuel? Or just that he’s a
friend? I love this guy.
I walked back and upped my hand for a high-five. I’m sure I had a
Halloween pumpkin grin. We smacked palms. “Yeah!”
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Vladdy, the Ex-hippie Shakespearean Actor
Vladdy’s Story, November, 2016

“Ladies and Gentlemen! I’ve advertised this as a story-telling trip.
So I’m going to give you an opportunity to warm up your engines. Tell
us what you did in real life before this trip to Israel.”
I held up my ship-list and flapped it. “You all picked up a list of
your fellow travelers when you came in this afternoon. . . .
“Your fellow travelers would like to know if you’ve danced with the
Rockettes in Radio City Music Hall. Maybe you rode a Harley across
the Trans-Canada Highway. Or worked with Secret Service guarding
President Obama. If this whole story-telling rigmarole frightens you, I’ll
make it easy. You can embellish or even invent a story and let us decide
how much of it is true.
“Make notes on the ship-list next to the person’s name so you
remember them.” I gave a nod of recognition to the couple coming out of
the down elevator and into the banquet room, towing suitcases with the
blue belly-band in bold white letters ‘FOR ZION’S SAKE’ identifying
them as fans of my radio show and members of our tour group. “There
are a few more travelers still to come.” I addressed the incoming couple.
“Ilse there on your right—yeeees! That Ilse. She’ll give you your tickets.
Then help yourself to the buffet. We’ve all eaten our share of the pasta,
the coleslaw, the Swedish meatballs. Don’t miss the Key lime pie!”
After dinner I’d encouraged my tourists to sit in the circle of chairs
that the hotel staff had set up. Unfortunately, I’d already forgotten the
name of the man now waving at me from the chair kitty-cornered in our
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